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-Detect and characterize OAM states to 
retrieve phase and amplitude difference
-Optimize original OAM microlaser design 

-With adequate integration, Orbital Angular 
Momentum(OAM) has promising potential to 
be an additional dimension for information 
capacity and optical communication  next to 
the limited properties of light like wavelength 

-Points on the Higher Order Poincare(HOP)  
sphere represent OAM  states

-Through controlling phase and amplitude 
differences, the OAM states are mapped onto 
the HOP surface 

Section 1: Optical Setup and Data Collection 

Section 2: Data Analysis/Image Processing

-Limitation: Interference from noise 
-Despite cancelling background noise, 
there was still prominent noise from  
spontaneous emission of the beam 
itself 
-Must continue to optimize setup and 
analyzation method to increase signal 
to noise ratio

Method 2: 
-No noise given both background and 
spontaneous noise cancel through 
nature of Stokes Parameter equations 
(subtraction) 
- Data validates use of heater for 
control/tunability of phase difference

Method 1: 
- Collected intensity patterns after two pole states were filtered through a 
y-directed linear polarizer

 -Background image taken to reduce noise in final output images

*Optical setup oversimplified for explanation purposes 

Method 1: 
- Tracing interference maxima and minima to retrieve the phase and 
amplitude information 
Important Steps:
1.Normalize the 2 pole state image intensities
2. Determine center of beam given not pure circle
3. Multiplex pattern with OAM  phase map 

Method 2: 
- Required additional component: Quarter Wave Plate (QWP) 
- Collected intensity patterns at varying linear polarizer and wave plate 
orientations as well as different heater current conditions

Method 2:  
-Stokes Polarimetry to determine the phase difference and 
power ratio at different heater settings 
-LP = linear polarization; s = circular polarization 
-Psi = Phase difference; Chi = Chiral Ratio
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*Utilized Matlab for image processing 
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Characterization of Emissions from a HOPS Microlaser

-Minimum angle  is affected by noise from 
spontaneous emission from beam; naturally 
cannot get accurate chiral ratio results

120-130 w/ 
angle of 8.3°

125-135 w/ 
angle of 83.3°

-Angle between min and max is fixed at 45°

(Pole state 1(P1): OAM +2; spin +1 
Pole State 2(P2): OAM -2; spin -1)
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